Google Cloud for Healthcare

Healthcare Problems Are Data Problems
Today’s healthcare organizations are facing greater pressures,
including data interoperability, stringent regulations and
security requirements, and more importantly, increasing patient
expectations.
Cloud-based technologies are transforming healthcare
organizations by playing a pivotal role in helping to relieve
these pressures. As a Google Cloud Premier Partner, SADA
helps healthcare organizations realize the full potential of their
data, working with you to design and implement solutions that
leverage key data insights and improve consumer experiences
and quality of care.

Why Healthcare Organizations
Are Going Google
Google Cloud has a team of healthcare focused engineers and
product managers building products around five core areas to
meet the needs of healthcare organizations:
• Store, de-identify and aggregate healthcare data to unlock
its value while reducing risk.
• Gain insights from your data using advanced analytics tools
and platforms.
• Leverage AI/ML to support smarter decision-making.
• Empower healthcare teams with secure collaboration tools.
• Build new tools and services for patients, providers,
customers and employees.
All with best-in-class security built in
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Google’s Cloud-Based
Solutions for Healthcare
SADA has expertise in the entire Google Cloud
portfolio of products and has helped numerous
healthcare organizations achieve digital
transformation.
Google Cloud Platform
Securely run your organization on
the most advanced cloud platform
ever built all while protecting patient
identity and data security.
G Suite
Maintain HIPAA compliance
and improve patient care while
empowering your care teams to
collaborate, iterate, and innovate
together, from anywhere, in real
time.
Healthcare API BETA
Ingest and manage key healthcare
data types—including HL7, FHIR
and DICOM—with a robust, scalable
infrastructure solution that allows
you to use that data for analytics
and ML in the cloud.
Machine Learning APIs
Make your organization smarter and
faster with ML models for any type
or amount of data.
Google Maps APIs
Use Google Maps APIs to leverage
data in amazing ways.
Chrome
Mobilize your care providers with
Chrome devices that deliver security,
choice and flexibility.

Accelerate Your Cloud Adoption With SADA
SADA is a multi-year Partner of the Year Award recipient with a certified team of cloud experts to help you
transform your healthcare organization. From consulting and migration services to change management
and support, SADA prides itself on implementing leading-edge technologies and driving ROI on your cloud
investment.

Infrastructure Services
Count on our team of experienced professionals
to provide you with flexible, scalable and secure
systems so you can focus on innovation.

Cloud Consulting

Application Development
Our design and development experts build powerful,
high-performance applications designed for your
customers and business objectives.

Cloud Migrations

We provide expert consultative and strategic business
services to help you maximize the opportunities and
benefits of cloud adoption.

Change Management
Technological changes can challenge your workforce
and hinder user adoption. Ensure your transformation
is successful with expert enterprise consultants and
certified trainers.

SADA will help get your data and applications
into the cloud, so they can be securely accessed
anywhere, anytime.

Managed Services
Rely on our award-winning IT and Cloud Managed
Services to proactively manage, monitor and maintain
a secure, disaster-free environment with exceptional
support services.

Having a good tech advisory partner like SADA helps offset what we have to manage and
monitor. It’s a great extension for our company. That’s what a good partner should be.
When partnerships are developed how they should be, it makes our lives easier.
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A Few of Our Clients
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